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Vicenza, Late 18th Century, Pair Of Half Moon Bedside Tables

2 800 EUR

Period : 18th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Wood marquetry

https://www.proantic.com/en/1322853-vicenza-late-18th-centu

ry-pair-of-half-moon-bedside-tables.html

Dealer

Ars Antiqua srl
Antiquaire généraliste

Tel : +39 02 29529057

Via C. Pisacane, 55 - 57

Milano 20129

Description

Vicenza, late 18th century

Pair of half moon bedside tables

(2) cherry wood, cm 71 x 61 x 27

The pair of bedside tables in question, with its

characteristic crescent shape stands out for its

simplicity and formal cleanliness. Made of cherry

wood, the only decorative elements are the

succession of contrasting triangles along the edge

of the table top, and from the sort of flower

whose petals are made using the same triangular

shape already mentioned, which appears at the

opening of the drawer inscribed in a circle. Three

slender legs support the bedside table. The pair

can be traced back to the Vicenza manufacture of

the late eighteenth century.

The object is in good condition

With Ars Antiqua you can defer all amounts up to



a maximum of EUR 7,500 at ZERO RATE, for a

total of 15 INSTALLMENTS.

Ex. Tot. EUR 4,500 = Monthly installment EUR

300 for 15 months.

Ex. Tot. EUR 3,600 = Monthly installment EUR

720 for 5 months.

For amounts over EUR7,500 or for a longer grace

period (over 15 installments), we can provide a

custom payment.

Contact us directly to get the best quote.

LIVE TV

- SUNDAY 17.00 - 21.00 Dig.terr. 126 + 809

SKY

- THURSDAY 21.00 - 23.00 Dig.terr. 134 + 809

SKY

- Streaming on our website

www.arsantiquasrl.com and on our social

networks Facebook and Youtube

All the works proposed by Ars Antiqua are sold

accompanied by a certificate of authenticity in

accordance with the law and accurate fact sheet.

You can see the works directly at the showroom

gallery in Milan, in via Pisacane 55 and 57.

We personally organize transport and deliveries

of the works, both for Italy and abroad.


